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IN THE STEPS OF SCHRODINGER

The dynamic forces of scie~ce and technology affect the

definition of human rights. It could scarcely be othell'wise in the

last years of the twentieth century. Our time has seen many

remarkable scientific and technological developments. They

profoundly affect the individual, the social envi~onment, the

relationships of nation states and the planet. They reach out

into space. The dreams of scientists of yesterday become the

fascinating achievements of today and the prospects of tomorrow.

In this review, an attempt will be made to illust.ate

(fa. no more is possible) the way in which some of the main

scientific and technological developments of our time affect the

traditional perceptions of human rights, expressed as they often

are in language derived from the 17th and 18th century doctrines

of the Rights of Man. Such prescriptions were based, quite

frequently, on religious beliefs 0. w.itings on natural law. It

is timely to look af.esh at the definition of human ~ights and at

the endeavoun to catalogue them. It is not ~ecessa.y to debate

whethell', as is claimed, the main scientific and technological

developments themselves have a common origin in the rema~kable

insights into quantum physics derived p~incipally from the wouk

of Erwin Schr8dinger in Germany in the mid 19205. 1 Lawyers, by

education and training a~e typically uninterested in physics and
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mathematics. The definitio~ and enfo6cement of huma~ rights

.emains ove#whelmingly the province of lawye#s - most of them

ignotant of the detail of modern technological developments and

uninterested in the scientific theories that support them.

Uncomfortably for the lawyer, the natu#e of humanity, the

organisation of society and the very persistence of civilisation

are ~ow profoundly a~d i~cteasingly affected by the doings of the

scientist and the mathematician. To pelTsist with "two w06lds" i~

which lawye.s cling to the familia. civil, political a~d economic

tights sUbstantially defined before the scientific developments

of #ecent decades is to .un the risK of failing to address

atte~tion to u1Tgent p.oblems as to human .ights, simply because

these ate so complex, controversial o. unfamiliar. Alternatively,

the risk is run that old statements of human rights, framed in

ea.lie. times, will prove ir.eleva~t, incompetent o. unacceptable

when measu.ed against the new and u.gent problems which science

and technology present.

This review is timely fa. a number of reasons. Some of

them a.e domestic, some are universal. In Aust.alia, the debate

about human rights has taken on a new focus by reason of two

initiatives of the Federal Government. The fi.st is the

introduction into the Australia~ Parliament of the legislation to

enact an Australian Bill of Rights. 2 The second is the

establishment of the new Constitutional Commission with terms of

reference which include a requirement to .eport before 30 June,

1988 on the revision of the Aust6alian Constitution inter alia to

"ensUJl'e that democltatic rights are guaranteed".3 One of the

advisory committees to assist the Commission is charged with the

examination of "individual a:1d democratic rights under the

Constitution". At the end of Januall'y, 1986 the Commission had its
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fi~st meeti~g in Sydney.

As will be show~, some of the objections which have been

voiced to the te~ms of the p~oposed Aust~alian Bill of Rights

aeise f~om scientific and tech~ological developments, unknown o~

of little significa~ce when the language, f~om which the Bill is

de~ived, was first w~itten. Developments in the field of biology

p~esent the clea~est illustratio~s of the difficulty of applying

human rights p~ovisions desig~ed to protect life to circumstances

whe~e human life can now be developed in vit~o and made the

SUbject of investigation, expe~imentation, cont~act, use and

dest~uctio~. The noted histo~ian, Pyofessor Geoff~ey Blainey,

cYiticised the composition of the Constitutional Commission and

its committees on the ground that "no scientist O~ technologist

of distinction has been asked to sha~e in the reshaping of a

Constitution which will be quickly outdated if it does not

envisage how new inventions could alter daily life and national

deliberatio~s in the next half century".4 By way of contJl'ast, in

the post F~anco democwatic constitution of Spain, cave was taken

to include in the definition of the human rights, to be Jl'espected

and enfo~ced in the new democYacy, at least some entrenched

rights (notably on data p~otection and data secuvity) which,

although apt for the last qua.te~ of the 20th century, find no

place in the human rights debates which accompanied the French

and American revolutions two centu:ties eawl ier. It is to be

hoped. that in time, in Australia, OUT belated embrace of the

notion of a Chavter of Rights will not Jl'est content with adding

to our Constitution; itself largely devised in the 18805, the

catalogue of ~ights which was agitating the philosophe~s in the

1780s. In a countvy of maJl'kedly declining church attendances
S

and

in which agnostisism is rapidly incYeasing,6 lengthy .eflections
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Until quite vecently, the general attitude of infovmed

upon food supplies, living space and economic resou.ces.7 The

explosive increase in population which puts unacceptable pressure

"g.eeo revolutio:1" in agricultural production) may p.oduce an

beneficial (such as the .eduction of infant mortality and the

people in countries such as Australia was that the benefits

huma~ity. Even scientific developments gene.ally thought

Increasingly it is recognised that not all science is good for

of mankind have more recently produced, a moye pessimistic mood.

capacity of modern weapons of nuclear, chemical and

bacteriological warfare, to cause suffering and even annihilation

limited conflicts since 1945, togethew with concern about the

terrible destruction of the two World Wavs,and other move

human progress, overwhelmingly beneficial. Reflections upon the

applications thwough technology, are essential attributes of

accruing to mankind from scientific discoveries, and their

presented themselves. Most of them are traceable to science and

technology.

that the wowld has moved on. A new series of p.oblems have

Rights initiative or the enduring relevance of the list of civil

and political rights there collected. They are to make the point

are not to disparage the importance of the Australian Bill of

statements about free speech and the free press. These remarks

communications may be of move significance than generalised

access to information and to use of the media of mass

electronic. a.e in relatively few hands, gua.anteed .ights of

a count~y in which the media of mass communications, printed and

pwovisions about fweedom f~om undue invasion of data pwivacy. In

of less immediate we levance to human wights concewns today than

upon f~eedom of ~eligio~, although ~ot to be disparaged, may be
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upon f~eedom of .eligio~, although ~ot to be disparaged, may be 

of less immediate welevance to hUman tights conce.ns today than 

provisions about f.eedom f,om undue invasion of data privacy. In 

a country in which the media of mass communications, printed and 

electrooic, are in relatively few hands, guaranteed rights of 

aCC8SS to info.mation and to use of the media of mass 

communications may be of more significance than generalised 

statements about free speech and the free press. These remarks 

are not to disparage the importance of the Australian Bill of 

Rights initiative o. the endu.i~g relevance of the list of civil 

and political rights the.e collected. They a.e to make the point 

that the wo.ld has moved on. A new se~ies of p.oblems have 

p.esented themselves. Most of them aye tyaceable to science and 

technology. 

Until quite .ecently, the gene~al attitude of info.med 

people in count.ies such as Aust~alia was that the benefits 

acc~uing to mankind f,om scientific discove~ies, and thei. 

applications th~ough technology, are essential att.ibutes of 

human p~ogYess, oveywhelmingly beneficial. Reflections upon the 

tey.ible dest.uction of the two World Wars, and other moye 

limited conflicts since 1945, together with conce'n about the 

capacity of modern weapons of nuclea., chemical and 

bacteriological wayfa.e, to cause suffering and eVen annihilation 

of mankind have moye .ecently pyoduced, a moye pessimistic mood. 

Inc.easingly it is .ecognised that not all science is good for 

humanity. Even scientific developments geneyally thought 

beneficial (such as the .eduction of infant movtality and the 

"gyeen revolutio:1" in agyicultu.al p.oduction) may pl'oduce an 

explosive incl'ease in population which puts unacceptable pressure 

upon food supplies, living space and economic resou.ces.? The 
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result, in at least Some of the countries affected is huma~

sUffering. I!"1 other count.ies, the ..esult is the imposition of a

individual wights such as in Austl'alians would be regarded as

wight to development and the duty of developed countries to

unde ..mine the capacity of an economy to fulfil a gual'antee of the

lI'ight to wOl'k. 8

To .eco.d these gl'owing resewvations about science and

technology is not to cast dOUbt upon the positive cont.ibutions

brings the new technology may abolish much routine labouw and

infOl'matics promote the flow of information. Satellites enhance

which they may make to human rights, defined as .ights of

people. These developments also have significance fo. the

individuals to speak instantaneously to hund.eds of millions of

fundamental or pa.amount impol'tance essential to a decent and

fUlfilling human life. 9 Biotechnology relieves pain and

.egime of strict birth control which may challe~ge notio~s of

the right of free speech so that it may now extend fa. beyond the

limited capacity envisaged in 1789. They permit leaders and

human I'ights without effective guarantees of life, Iibewty, food,

undel' app.opriate conditions, present advantages to mankind faced

modernisation of backwal'd economies. Even nucleal' fission may,

fuels. It is not my pl'esent purpose to entew the debate about the

contwibute to the real expansion of human wights in the·

developing world by the transfew of hard technology. II Talk of

otherwise with the ultimate depletion of energy based on fossil

fundamental. The factories which bl'ing industry may be

.esponsible for pollution of the environment. The computer which

SUffering. Far example it may help otherwise childless couples to

the fUlfilment of familY life, itself the subject of many hUman

.ights guawantees. 10 Computews and the other developments of

~!
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result, in at least Some of the count'ies affected is huma~ 

suffe.ing. I~ other count.ies, the result is the imposition of a 

regime of strict birth contIol which may challe~ge notions of 

individual .ights such as in Australians would be regarded as 

fundamental. The factories which bring industry may be 

wesponsible fox pollution of the environment. The compute. which 

brings the new technology may abolish much .outine labour and 

undermine the capacity of an economy to fulfil a guarantee of the 

wight to wo.k. S 

To .ecord these growing .ese.vations about science and 

technology is not to cast doubt upon the positive contributions 

which they may make to human .ights, defined as 'ights of 

fundamental ox pa.amount impo.tance essential to a decent and 

fulfilling human life. 9 Biotechnology .elieves pain and 

suffe.ing. Fo. example it may help othe.wise childless couples to 

the fulfilment of family life, itself the subject of many hUman 

rights guawantees. 10 Computers and the other developments of 

infoYmatics p.omote the flow of info.mation. Satellites enhance 

the Yight of fyee speech so that it may now extend fay beyond the 

limited capacity envisaged in 1789. They peYmit leadeys and 

individuals to speak instantaneously to hundreds of millions of 

people. These developments also have significance for the 

modeynisation of backwayd economies. Even nuclear fission may, 

under appyopriate conditions, present advantages to mankind faced 

otherwise with the ultimate depletion of ene.gy based on fossil 

fuels. It is not my p.esent purpose to enter the debate about the 

Yight to development and the duty of developed count.ies to 

cont.ibute to the .eal expansion of human rights in the· 

developing wo.ld by the transfer of hard technology. II Talk of 

human rights without effective guarantees of life, libewty, food, 
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shelte. and security may appear empty in count.ies where those 

rights cannot be guaranteed and where human rights ate allegedly 

debased by the deprivation of access to technology which would be 

,.ega.ded as essential in a country such as Australia. 

It is not necessary to be a Luddite or to be opposed to 

scientific and technological developments, simply because one is 

alert to the risks which they pose for the fundamental tights of 

humanity. What is essential is that people who in 1986 profess an 

interest in hurna:"). !tights, should lift thei't sights hom the 

catalogue of concerns of the 17th century philosophers 

- important although they mostly still are - and interest 

themselves in the new challenges which science and teChnology 

pJ'esent today. Happily, in the bteJ'national development of 

human J'ights, this is beginning to happen, although slowly. Yet 

so faJ' theJ'e is little evidence of mOJ'e than a selective inteJ'est 

in the subject in Aust.alia. 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS 

The intellectual and institutional developments on human 

.ights in the second half of the 20th centuyy have been desc.ibed 

as a "J'emaJ'kable J'evitalisation and extension of the gJ'eat 17th 

and 18th centu.y doct.ine of human J'ights".12 Theye is no doubt 

that, in pa.t, the motive fo.ce behind this phenomenon has been 

the .ising powey and influence, in the inte.national community, 

of the United states of Ameyica. The yevolutionayy oYigins of 

that count7Y, the Decla.ation of Independence and the Bill of 

Rights adopted in 1790 pyofoundly affected, and continue to 

affect, the natuye of Arne.ican society. They influenced pyesident 

Wilson' 5 14 points fay a peace settlement in 1919. They explain 

PYesident F.D. Roosevelt's call to the inte.national community to 

uphold the Fouy Freedoms - freedom of speech and expyession, 

, 
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freedom of worship, freedom from want and freedom from fea •. 

These goals, adapted as Allied war aims, in turn influenced the 

foundation of the United Natio~s organisation. From the start, 

one of the objectives of that organisation has been "to promote 

.. espect fa'll human rights and fundamental freedoms".l3 Although 

thell'e is much justifiable cynici.sm and disillusionment with the 

world body, now in its fifth decade, there can be little doubt 

that it has played a significant pattt in the development of an 

international jUJ'isprudence of human wights. The.e is a "paB'adox" 

pointed up by Egan schwelb. One of the purposes of the Uoited 

Nations, an organisation of gover~ents, is the promotion and 

encouragement of respect for human .ights. Theyefo.e, the 

goveYnments of the States Membeys of the United Nations by the 

Univeysal Declaration of Human Rights and other human rights 

inst'ume!"lts have engaged" in the task of protecting theh own 

citizens against themselves". 14 What is now necessa.y is a 

recognition of an additional paradox. Governments and other 

entities need pYotection themselves, lest they and the citizens 

and residents in their care, lose rights, hitherto regarded as 

fundamental to humanity (including even life itself) by reason of 

the potentialities of modern technology. IS 

Australia, and specifically Dr. H.V. Evatt, took a 

leading part in the initiation of the early efforts of the United 

Nations Organisation to define and prescribe hUman rights. 16 The 

result was, in turn, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

(1948), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 

and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 

Rights (1966).17 There have been many other .elevant conventions. 

Australia has the best .eco.d of any count.y of its .egion in 

ratifying and implementing, by domestic law, these effo.ts of the 
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inte~national community to lay down universal rules of civilised

behaviouw. The other covenants include the Covenant on the Status

of Women (1951), on the Political Rights of Women (1953) the

International Convention on the Elimination of all Porms of

Racial Discrimination (1965), and so on.

One of the consequences of the development of the notion

of "hwna:1 dghts" thll'ough the ·United Nations, with its rapidly

expanding membership coming from all pall'ts of the world has been

a noticeable shift in the debate. That shift has reflected the

composition of the United Nations Organisation itself. Whe~eas

immediately after its establishment, reflecting the then

overwhelming influence of the count.ies of Western Europe and

North America, the Concerns of the international human rights

debate were still profoundly influenced by such human rights

statements as the ~rench Declaration of the Rights of Man and of

the Citizen of 1789 and the American aill of Rights of 1790, by a

decade later, the emphasis had changed significantly. The

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in

its preamble places emphasis upon the fact that "the ideal of

free human beings enjoying freedom from fear and want can only be

achieved if conditions all'e created whereby everyone may enjoy his

economic, social and cultural rights as well as his civil and

political rights". IS Now, it is the developed world in which

there is a rising Concern about. the implications fol' fundamental

rights in I'espect of the new technology. This is because it is

the countries of the advanced economies which enjoy that

technology whose people a.e therefore exposed to their risks and

dangers (as well as to their benefits). Gene.ally speaking, it

is difficult to enlist great interest in the dangers of

information technology to personal privacy in countries which do

inte~national community to lay down universal rules of civilised 

behaviouw. The other covenants include the Covenant on the Status 

of Women (1951), on the Political Rights of Women (1953) the 
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composition of the United Nations Organisation itself. Whe~eas 

immediately after its establishment, reflecting the then 

overwhelming influence of the count.les of Western Europe and 

North America, the Concerns of the international human rights 

debate were still profoundly influenced by such human rights 

statements as the ~rench Declaration of the Rights of Man and of 

the Citizen of 1789 and the American Bill of Rights of 1790, by a 

decade later, the emphasis had changed Significantly. The 

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in 

its preamble places emphasis upon the fact that "the ideal of 

free human beings enjoying freedom from fear and want can only be 

achieved if conditions a.e created whereby everyone may enjoy his 

economic, social and cultural rights as well as his civil and 

political rights". IS Now, it is the developed world in which 

there is a rising Concern about. the implications for fundame!1tal 

rights in respect of the new technology. This is because it is 

the countries of the advanced economies which enjoy that 

technology whose people a.e therefore exposed to their risks and 

dangers (as well as to their benefits). Gene.ally speaking, it 

is difficult to enlist great interest in the dangers of 

information technology to perso!1al privacy in countries which do 



not even enjoy a wUdimenta~y telephone system. Likewise, the 

p~oblems of in vitro fe~tilisation may seem exotic and ~emote as 

dangews to human ~ights in count~ies wheye the practical pYoblems 

are precisely the opposite: too much fe~tility and over 

population. A dange~ of the mode~n unive~salist app~oach to human 

rights is the inevitable and pwope~ emphasis which the 

inte~national debates now place upon subjects of the most acute 

concern to the poo~ countries. These ~emain the social and 

economic ~ights and the aff~ont to dignity and humanity perceived 

in apa~theid and like systems of institutionalised racial or 

cultural discrimination. In such countyies, concerns about data 

protection and oygan transplants appea~ remote, middle class 

anxieties. Typically, they can find ~elatively little attention 

in international discussions of human rights. 

Howevey, the p~ocess of inte~disciplina~y and 

international attention to the impact of new technology in the 

United Nations has begun. For example, some aspects of the 

dangeYs p~esented by nuclear fission weye examined by the United 

Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation. 

The problem of population explosion was sent to the United 

Nations Economic and social Council and its population Committee. 

The International Conference on Human Rights which met in Tehran, 

Iran, in 1968 declared, in the proclamation of Teh~an: 

"18 While scientific discove~ies and technological 

advances have opened up prospects for economic social 

and cultu~al prog_ess, such developments may 

nevertheless endanger the rights and freedoms of 

individuals and will require continuing attention. n19 

This resolution was later adopted by the United Nations General 

Assembly. 20 The Assembly invited the United Nations Secretary 

I , , 
, , 
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General to undewtake, with the assistance of the AdvisoTY 

Committee on the Application of Science and Technology to 

Development and in cooperation with the executive heads of the 

competent specialised agencies, a study of the problems arising 

in connection with human rights from developments in science and 

technology. The General Assembly instruction specified in 

pa.ticular the difficulties that were perceived as arising from 

the following stand points: 

(a) respect for the privacy of individuals and the 

integ.ity and sovereignty of nations in the light of 

advances in .eco.ding ana other techniques; 

(b) protection of the human personality-and its 

physical and intellectual integ.ity in the light of 

advances in biology, medicine and biochemistry; 

(c) use of electronics which might affect the .ights of 

persons and the limits which should be placed on such 

uses in a democ.actic society, and 

(d) more generally the balance which should be 

established between scientific and technological 

prog~ess and the intellectual, spiritual, cultural and 

mOTal advancement of humanity.2l 

A preliminary .eport prepared as a .esult of this resolution 

called attention to the additional problems of the deterioration 

of the human environment, the population explosion, the 

increasingly destructive power of nuclear weapons and the hazards 

arising from atomic radiation. As a result of these initiatives a 

number of agencies of the United Nations O.ganisation were 

brought into the new debate, including the Economic and Social 

council, the '1~orld Health Organisation (relevant to the health 

aspects of human .ights and scientific and technological 
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developments) and the Commission. on HUman Rights. These bodies, 

the United Natio~s Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organisation (UNESCO) and non-universal groupings such as the 

Nordic Council, the Council of Europe and the Organisation for 

Economic Co-ope.ation and Development (DECO) have, since the 

19705, addressed themselves to various aspects of the new 

technology as it affects human .ightS. 22 

What has been lacking at the international level, as in 

domestic ju.isdiction, has been a perception of the overall 

relevance of scientific developments fa. the concept of human 

tights. In pa.t, this is because of the continuing infatuation 

with the p.io.ities to which impo.tance has more traditionally 

been attached. In pa.t, it is because the hUman .ights debates 

have, until now, been la.gely the pwovince of lawye.s fow whom 

scientific and technological developments a.e often an 

uncongenial myste.y. In pa.t, it has been because of the 

specialised institution, national and inte.national, in which 

aspects of the new technology and their impact on humanity and 

society a.e conside.ed. In pa.t, it is because of the high 

cont.ove.sy of some of the questions .aised and the moyal 

dilemmas that aye posed, many of which seem int.actable. Fo. 

these and other .easons there has been little endeavour to 

.eflect the major scientific and technological developments of 

the last SO yea.s, and their impact on human 'ights, in a 

conceptual way. Instead old human .ights inst.uments, developed 

for ea.lie. times, a.e scrutinised for their possible utility in.· 

solving the cont.ove.sies p.esented by the new technology. 

Piecemeal legislation is enacted. No Luther of ju.ispwudence has 

emerged to pull together the implications of nuclear physics, 

info.matics and biotechnology fa. 21st Century man and woman. 

-



NUCLEAR PHYSICS

Concerns about the impact on huma~ rights of nuclear

fissio~ de.ive f.om the unprecedented destructive force of

weapons of mass destruction which have been developed as the

technological p.oduct of this remawkable scie~tific developme~t.

Without huma~ life, talk of civil and political rights and even

of social and economic rights is pointless. Therefore, concern

about the manipUlation of nuclea. fission in the form of weapons

quite naturally attracts the attention of those, anxious about

the future of human rights ••The obvious dangers to human life

include the delibe.ate detonation of nuclear arsenals by

governments o. ter.orists, accident or sabotage at nuclear powey

stations and the lo~g term pollution of the environment by radio-

active materials which escape from weapons, power stations or

their waste products. 23 But as sieghayt has pointed out, there

are other dangers less obvious. They include the risk that the

very safeguards which may be introduced for the purpose of

controlling the dangerous proliferation of nuclear mate.ial, may

lead to "an insidious, gradual and deleterious change in the

natu.e of free societies".24

The sixth report of the British Royal Commission on

Environmental Pollution (chaired by Sir Brian Flowers, F.R.S) was

clearly conce.ned about the risks, both direct and indirect,

which would attend a significant proliferation of plutonium

fuelled power stations.

"What is most to be feared is an insidious growth in

surveillance in response to a growing threat as the

amount of plutonium in existence, and familia.ity with

its prope.ties, incweases; and the possibility that a

single se.ious incident in the futuwe might bring a
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.ealisation of the need to increase secu,ity measures

and su,veillance to a deg.ee that would be rega.ded as

wholly unacceptable, but which could not then be avoided

because of the extent of ou, dependence on plutonium fo'

ene.gy supplies. n25

To some, the supply of cheap elect.icity f.om inte.nationally

.eliable fuel supplie,s is a matte' of pa'amount social need.

Others have expressed thei. fea.s by the apho.ism that they would

"rathe. I'ead the Bill of Rights by candle light than not to have

it to 'ead at all".26 The need fo. p.otection of the rights of

the many from the I'isks of the deranged te ••o,ist o. determined

blackmailer having access to nuclear mate.ial has al.eady

p.oduced inte.national .eactions with consequences for human

rights. In Octobe., 1979, the Inte.national Atomic Ene.gy Agency

announced that after two yea.s of negotiations, some 58 nations

had ag.eed on the text of the first inte.national Convention on

the physical Protection of Nuclea. Material. A.ticle 5

establishes a comprehensive inte.national netwo.k fo.

"coope.ation and assistance to the maximum feasible extent" in

dcoordinating recove.y and response ope.ations in the event of

any unauthorised 'emoval, use o. alte.ation of nuclear material

and in the event of c.edible threat the.eof". The implications

of this Convention, and a futu.e and mo,e st.ingent condition

that may be imposed as nuclear installations prolife.ate in the

wo.ld, for an open society and for civil liberties, is al.eady

the SUbject of much anxious writing. 27 The write.s are not

necessarily supporters of nuclear disarmament o. opponents of

uranium mining. Many are simply concerned lawye.s who consider

that the delicate balance of civil liberties will be profoundly

affected, and even mo.tally undermined, by the defence measures
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that will be necessary fo~ society to protect its survival

against the enormous risks involved in nuclear material

prolifell'ation. The CO:1cell'!1 is with the "cJ'eep effect". In

illustratio:1, refe,ence is made to the fact that between 1976 and

1979, a period in which thell'e were no additiO:1s to the United

Kingdom civil nuclear power prog.am, the stJ'ength of the British

Atomic Energy Autho.ity's special constabulary increased by 50%

hom 400 to 600. It is pointed out that this is the only police

fOJ'ce in the United Kingdom (save for ce.tain units at ai.ports

lately so autho.ised) to caJ'J'y automatic weapons and the Chief

Constable of which is not answe.able to any elected assembly.28

In Canada, a .ecent decision of the Supreme Cou.t

illust.ates the way in which, in default of human .ights measu.es

specific to scientific and technological issues, attempts will be

made to call in aid other, more geneJ'al, statements of

fundamental .ights in an attempt to promote a desill'ed policy

.elevant to the new technology. In 0pe.ation Dismantle Inc & OJ's

v The Queen & 0.s29, the appellants sought to challenge the

decision of the Canadia:1 FedeJ'al Cabinet to pe.mit the testing by

the United States of Ame.ica in Canadian ter.ito.y of cruise

missiles. The appellants invoked s 7 of the Canadian Charter of

Rights and Freedoms. That p.ovision states:

"Everyone has the .ight to life, liberty, secu.ity of

the pe.son and the right not to be dep.ived thereof

except in acco.da:1ce with the principles of fundamental

justice. "

The appellants sought a declaratio!"l that the decision of the

Canadian Cabinet to peymit testing was unconstitutional as being

in breach of this p.ovision. They also sought an injunction to

prohibit the testing. A jUdge of the Fede.al Cou.t refused the
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Gover~ment's motion to strike out the statement of claim as

disclosing no reasonable cause of action. The Pederal Cou~t of

Appeal unanimously allowed the appeal, st~uck out the statement

of claim and dismissed the action. The Supreme Court of Canada

unanimously upheld this decision. Howeve~, the reasoning of

Dickson, J (as he then was) (with whom Estey, McInty..e, Chouina.ll'd

and Lamen JJ concu....ed) diffe ..ed slightly f"om the ..easoning of

Be .. tha Wilson, J. All Judges rejected the Govev~ment's contention

that Cabinet discussions were not .Il'eviewable by the cou .. ts under

the Charte~. Wilson, J specifically affirmed that the decision

was not insulated from .eview because it was a "political

question". The Supveme Couvt of Canada had a constitutional

obligation under s 24 of the Charte. to decide whether any

pa.. ticula .. act of the Executive Gove .. nment violated or thveatened

to violate any right of the citizen. Dickson, J held that s 7 of

the Cha.. ter could only give rise to a duty on the part of the

Executive to ..ef ..ain f.om pevmitting the testing if it could be

said that a deprivation of life or security of the peyson could

be proved to ..esult from the impugned Government act. He pointed

out that the alleged violation of the Cha.. te .. tuvned on an

allegation of an inc ..ease in the risk of nuclear war ..esulting

from the Cabinet's decision to permit the testing. This

allegation depended upon assumptions and hypotheses about how

independent and sovereign nations operating in an international

arena of uncertainty and change would veact to the Canadian

Government's decision to permit the testing of the cru~se

missiles. But since the foreign policy decisions of independent

nations were not capable of prediction on the basis of evidence

to any degree of certainty approaching probability, the nature of

the reaction to the Pederal Cabinet's decision to permit the

,... ,,~
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testing of the united States missiles could only be a mattew of

"speculation"". Accol"dingly, the appellants could nevew pwove the

causal link between the decision to pel"mit the testing and the

inc.ease in the thl"eat of nucleaw conflict. FOI" this .eason no

breach of s 7 of the Chavte. was provable and the statement of

claim should be stwuck out.

wilson, J was pl"epawed to go furthew than the majol"ity

and to contemplate circumstances in which a govel"nment initiative

in .espect of nuclear weapons might cont.avene the Cha.tew:

"A declal"ation of wa:t ••• almost certainly incweases the

.isk to most citizens of death or inju.y. Acceptance of

the appellants' submissions, it seems to me, would mean

that any such declawation would also have to be :tega.ded

as a violation of s 7. I cannot think that that could be

a p.opel" inte,pTetation of the Cha.te ...

This is not to say that evevy gove.nmental action that

is puvpol"tedly taken in fu .. the.ance of national defence

would be beyond the .each of s 7. If, fa. example,

testing the c ..uise missiles posed a direct th.eat to

some specific segment of the populace - as, fa .. example,

if it weve being tested with live wa.heads - I think

that might well ..aise diffe ..ent conside.ations. A cou.t

might find that that constituted a violation of s 7 and

it might then be up to the government to t.y to

establish that testing the cruise with live warheads was

justified undev s 1 of the Cha~te... Section 1, in my

opinion, is the uniquely Canadian mechanism through

which the cou.ts are to determine the justiciability of

particular issues that come before it. It embodies,

thl"ough its .efe ..ence to a f.ee and democratic society,
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the essential features of ou~ constitution including the 

separation of powers, ,esponsible gove~nment and the 

Rule of Law. It obviates the need fo .. a "political 

questions" doct .. ine and pe6mits the cou .. t to deal with 

what might be tel'med "prudential" considel'ations in a 

pl'incipled way without .enouncing its constitutional and 

mandated responsibility folt judicial J'eview. ,,30 

Aust.alia is fa .. fltom the Canadian position. In Canada, the 

Cha .. ter is pa .. t of the Constitution. In Austl'alia the pl'oposed 

Bill of Rights will not have constitutional status. It will not 

be judicially enfoltceable. It is designed to p~ovide a "shield 

not a sword". 31 At the time of wltiting, it is not enacted. 

Accoltdingly, the pltospect of the Austltalian COUltts becoming 

involved in the kind of question upon which the Supl'erne CoUTt of 

Canada was .. ese .. ved fo' mol'e than a year in Opel'ation Dismantle 

seems, at this stage, ~emote. Many lawye .. s in Aust .. alia would 

doubtless bl'eathe a sigh of .. elief, believing that such issues 

are bettelt .. esolved in the elected .athelt than the unelected 

oltgans of govel'nment. On the othel' hand, the notion of a mode .. n 

human .. ights inst~ument·with nothing specific to say about the 

g.eatest potential dangelt to human .. ights, in nuclea .. 

destltuction, will be condemned by some as concentltating on le~se. 

p.ioltities, whilst igno .. ing the cent.al th .. eat to human 

existence, without which human I'ights can have no meaning. On the 

othe. hand, this omission may be nothing mo .. e than an 

acknowledgment of the limitations of the law and of cu.rently 

available inte.national and domestic institutions fa. solving 

dilemmas which, howevel' important fo. human .ights, have othel', 

wide. geopolitical dimensions. 
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INFORMATICS
Recent developments of information technology

(computers, communications technology, satellites and the

electronic media) have numerous implications for human rights.

The guarantee in Article 18 of the Universal Declaration that

everyone has a right to freedom of thought, conscience and

relig ioo and the guarantee in Article 19 that everyone has the

right to freedom of opinion [including} freedom to hold opinions

without interference, may, in some circumstances, be diminished

by data banks and surveillance devices. The promise in Article 12

that no one shall be SUbject to awbitrary interference with

privacy may be diminished by computer technology, surveillance

devices and the new media. 32 The promise in Article 23 (1) that

everyone has the right to wowk, to free choice of employment, to

just .and favourable conditions of work and to protection from

unemployment is obviously affected by the proliferation of

information technology with its capacity to replace much routine

wo:tk.
Concewn that the new information technology could

endanger human rights was perceived with increasing anxiety from

the middle of the 19605. As a result, in part, of initiatives of

the Swedish section of the International Commission of Jurists, a

debate commenced in Scandinavia about the need for the protection

of individual rights in respect of automated data, that is to

say, data processed automatically by computer. SUbsequently,

this concern led to initiatives in the Nordic Council to define

basic information practices. Later, these initiatives well'e taken

up in the Council of Europe. In 1980 the Council of Europe

approved a Convention for the Protection of Individuals with

regard to Automated processing of Personal Data. It was adherence
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appropriate, with the knowledge or consent of the data sUbject.

The "data quality principle" proposes that personal data should

be ~elevant for the pu~poses for which they are to be used and,

to the exte~t necessary for those pu.poses, should be accurate,

complete and kept up to date. The "purpose specification

principle" proposes that the purposes for which perso:1al data are

collected should be specified not later than at the time of data

collection. The "use limitation principle" would limit the

disclosure of personal data to those specified purposes unless

with the consent of the data subject or authoritive law. The

"security safeguards principle" would guarantee that pell'sonal

data is protected by reasonable security safeguayds against loss,

unauthorised access, destruction, use, modification or

disclosure. The "open:less principle" prop'?ses a general policy of

openness about practices and the availability of data. The

"accountability principle" would nominate a data controller to be

accountable fo~ complying with these rules. But the most

importa:lt principle, called "individual participation", would

confer upon the individual the right to obtain from the data

controller or otherwise confirmation of the existence of data

related to him and to have access to such data in a reasonable

time, at no excessive cost, in a reasonable manner and in a form

readily intelligible. If denied access, he should be given the

reasons and be able to challenge the denial.

In 1983 the Australian Law Reform Commission delivered

its report on privacy.36 The Commission adopted the GECD

Guidelines as providing the framework for information privacy

rights in Aust ..alia. In the schedule to the dJ'aft Privacy Bill

annexed to the Commission's J'spo.t a.e collected "informatio:1

privacy principles", deJ'ived f.om the GECD Guidelines.3? They
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time, at no excessive cost, in a .easonable manner and in a form 

.eadily intelligible. If denied access, he should be given the 

reasons and be able to challenge the denial. 

In 1983 the Aust.alian Law Reform Commission delive.ed 

its .epo.t on privacy.36 The Commission adopted the OECD 

Guidelines as providing the framework fo. info.mation privacy 

.ights in Aust .. alia. In the schedule to the dJ'aft Privacy Bill 

annexed to the Commissio:1's J'spoI't aI'e collected "informatio:1 

privacy principles", deJ'ived f'om the OECD Guidelines.37 They 
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p.ovide the c.ite.ia to be taken into account in dete.mining 

complaints about unfai. info.mation p.actices in .espect of 

pe.sonal ~ecowds. The Commission's pwoposals welate to such 

• eco.ds in the Fede.al public sec to • throughout Austll'alia and in 

the public and pl'ivate sectol's of the Austl'alian Capital 

Tel'''titory. The Fedel'al Attol'ney-Gene.al has announced that 

legislation will be intl'oduced in the Budget Session of the 

Aust.alian Pa~liament in 1986 to implement the .epol't of the Law 

Reform Commission on the pl'otection of p.ivacy in .elation to the 

collection and dissemination of information. 38 

Many othe. issues I'elevant to individual I'ights in the 

developing infol'mation technology .equil'e attention. One of them 

is called to notice by a judgment of the Eu.opean COUlI't of Human 

Rights in respect of telephonic intewceptioo in the United 

Kingdom. The case io the EUll'opean COUl't followed a decision in 

the English cou.ts dismissing a claim fol' a decla.ation that the 

tapping of the applicant's telephone calls had been unlawful. 39 

Si. Robe.t Megal'.Y, V.C, dimissing the claim, stated that he 

found it impossible to see how the .elevant English law could be 

said to satisfy the .equi.ements of the Eu.opean Convention of 

1950 on Human Rights and Fundamental FreedOms. An application was 

made to the Euwopean Human Rights Commission alleging violation 

of the wights confe.red by Al'ticle 8 of the Eu.opean Convention. 

This guavantees .espect fo. private and family life, the home and 

co.respondence. Al'ticle 8 pall' (2) limits inte.fe.ence by a 

public authol'ity with the exexcise of these .ights, "except such 

as is in acco.dance with the law and is necessa.y in a democ.atic 

society in the inte.ests of national secu.ity, public safety o. 

the economic well being of the count.y, fa. the p.evention of 

diso.de. or c.ime fa. the p.otection of health o. mo.als o. fa. 



the protection of the wights and freedoms of others". Befol'e the 

European COUl't, it was not disputed that the telephone had been 

intercepted by police investigating various offences of 

dishonesty. The authorities refused to disclose whether, in 

addition to this, the telephone had been "metered" to l'egistel' 

outward telephone calls. The subject of the interception had 

been charged with a number of offences of dishonesty involving 

the handling of stolen goods but had been acquitted. The judgment 

of the European COUl't of HUman Rights criticised the absence of 

legislation in the United Kingdom .egulating the issue of 

wal'rants o. controlling the way in which metered information was 

used. Although there were .ules of practice under which such 

warrants were given, they did not have the authority of law. 

Specifically, they did not contr?l the Home Sec.etary's 

disc.etion to issue warrants. Much attention was paid in the 

European Court's judgment to the eKception in ~ticle 8 par (2) 

of "in accordance with the law". In a previous judgment the Court 

had laid emphasis on the need to p.otect the individual f.om the 

a'bitrary exercise of power in sec.et by the Executive 

Government. 40 In this case, it was held that administrative 

conventions were no substitute for a legal rule, publicly 

available. It the.efore found that the United Kingdom had 

violated the rights of the subject. In a democ.atic society, the 

Court held, the authority of the Executive to tap telephones 

should be strictly regulated so as to p.eserve the best interests 

of that society from arbit.ary inte.ference in secret by the·. 

Executive Government. A satisfacto.y system of judicial control 

could safeguard individual rights and ensure that such 

interferences as took place were only such as were "necessary in 

a democratic society". As a result of this judgment, the United 
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Kingdom Parliame~t enacted the Interception of Communications Act

1985. The list of legislative and administrative changes

introduced in Britain as a consequence of findings of the

European Court of Human Rights is long and significant. It

includes ame~dments to prison rules, changes in corporal

punishment in schools, the enactment of the Contempt of Court Act

1981, changes in legislation regulating homosexual conduct,

mental health practices and others. 41 The proponents of the

Australian Bill of Rights contend that, in a modern democratic

society, a similar stimulus to neglectful governments and

legislators in Aust.wa1ia would not be out of place. In default of

specific and detailed statements of tights, apt for the

developments of new information technology, courts will be

invited to derive such rights from traditional statements cast in

broad language. The .wight to "p.wivacy" in paJ'ticular will be

called upon to do much work.

BIOTECHNOLOGY

Already in the 1960s, commentato.s on human rights we.we

beginning to call to attention the importance"for human rights of

new developments in biology. At UNESCO in 1968 a call was made

for inte.wdisciplinary work to define the respective rights and

duties of those involved in Organ transplantation. 42 The world

community, after the shocking revelation of human experimentation

on p.isoners during Horld War II, particUlarly at Auschwitz

concentration camp, responded with a number of statements

relevant to the rights of patients and the duties of those

providing health care. The jUdgment of the International Military

Tribunal upon twenty three German physicians who were tried fa.

c.imes against humanity committed during the war became the

soul'ce of the "Nurembu1l'g Code."43 This repll"esented an attempt to
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Developments in the knowledge of human fel'tility add

fl'esh attention to the language of othe. guarantees of human

I'ights, expyessed before the mode.n technology was available. Can

Article 16(1) of the Univeysal oecla.ation, with its gua.antee

that men and women of full age have a right to ma••y and "to

found a family" pl'ovide SUppOl't fa. a claim to in vitl'o

fe.tilisation, embl'yo tl'ansplantation, a.tificial insemination,

set down the basic p~inciples to which any medical

expe~ime~tation on human bei~gs must can EOI'm if it is to satisfy

the 6elevant mo~al, ethical and legal conside.ations. The

NUl'embu.g COde was ~efined and developed in the Decla'lation of

Helsinki i~ 1964. This was adopted at the 35th Wo.1d Medical

Assembly in Venice in 1983. 44

Howeve., it is now inc.easingly .ealised that thel'e is a

.isk of denig.ation f~om the necessa.ily gene.al statements of

human I'ights by biological manipulation made possible by

scientific developments. Thus, gua~antees of "human dignity" in

A.ticles 1, 5, 6, and 29(1) of the Univeysal Declal'ation of Huma~

Rights may be affected by foetal experimentation, expeyiments on

human subjects, in vityo fel'tilisation, embl'yo tl'ansplantation,

genetic manipulation, the sale of o.gans fol' t.ansplantation and

so on. The p.omise of the I'ight to life, as in Axticle 3 of the

Unive.sal Decla.ation, I'aises inevitably the question of when

human life begins to wh~ch that gual'antee applies. A new focus to

this contl'ovel'sy is p.ovided by claims to abo.tion on demand, ~

~ fel'tilisation and embl'yo tl'ansplantation. The assel'tion of

a I'ight to "life" also I'aises the issue of the quality of life.

IS it life of any kind which is absolutely gual'anteed? May not

those who enjoy the "I'ight" opt, in cel'tain cil'cumstances, fa.

1 ts tel'mination?
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su~~ogate pa~enting and womb leasing, t~ansplantation and the

like? Is the guavantee of special ca~e and assistance fo~

mothe~hood and childhood in Article 25(2) ~elevant to the new

p.ocedu.es available to ove.come infe.tility? Is the gua.antee of

adequate health and medical ca.e in Article 25(1) the basis for a

claim of access without limitation to these eKpensive new

techniques?

The Victo~ian pagliament, appa.ently alarmed by

advertisements offe~ing su.~ogacy a.rangements 45 has enacted

legislation to make it an offence to adve~tise sur~ogate

a~.angements and to render any such cont.acts void and

unenfo.ceable. Such legislation has also been p.esented in the

United Kingdom. But in the united Kingdom, such laws could be

challenged in the Eu~opean Court of Human Rights as violating the

gua.antee of family p.ivacy (Article 8) and the gua~antee of the

right to found a family (Article 12).

The provision of Article 18 of the Australian Bill of

Rights that "every human being has the inherent right to life and

no person shall be arbit.arily deprived of life" occasioned an

eKpression of conce.n by the Australasian Episcopal Confe.ence of

Bishops of the Roman Catholic Church. Refe.ring to the provisions

of clause 9(3) o~ the Bill, as originally d.awn, in which it was

stated that the rights and freedoms applied only for the benefit

of "natural persons", the Bishops eKpressed anxiety lest the

gua.antee in A.ticle 18 should be const.ued to exclude the

unbo.n. 46 As a consequence of this exp.essed concegn the Bill was

late' amended. In its p~esent fo~m, clause 9(3) states "the

gights and f.eedoms set out in the Bill of Rights do not apply

for the benefit of bodies politic o. co~po.ate". The Atto'ney-

Gene.al stated that this was all that had been intended by the

5 -

su~.ogate patenting and womb leasing, transplantation and the 

like? Is the guavantee of special ca~e and assistance fa. 

mothe.hood and childhood in Article 25(2) relevant to the new 

p.ocedures available to ove.come infertility? Is the guarantee of 

adequate health and medical care in Article 25(1) the basis for a 

claim of access without limitation to these eKpensive new 

techniques? 

The Victorian Parliament, apparently alarmed by 

advertisements offering sur~ogacy ar.angements 45 has enacted 

legislation to make it an offence to advertise sur.ogate 

arrangements and to render any such cont.acts void and 

unenforceable. such legislation has also been presented in the 

United Kingdom. But in the united Kingdom, such laws could be 

challenged in the European Cou~t of Human Rights as violating the 

guarantee of family p~ivacy (A~ticle B) and the gua~antee of the 

right to found a family (A~ticle 12). 

The pwovision of ~ticle 18 of the Aust~alian Bill of 

Rights that "evexy human being has the inherent right to life and 

no person shall be arbitraxily deprived of life" occasioned an 

eKpxession of conce~n by the Australasian Episcopal Conference of 

Bishops of the Roman Catholic Chu~ch. Referring to the provisions 

of clause 9(3) o,f the Bill, as o~iginally drawn, in which it was 

stated that the rights and f~eedoms applied only for the benefit 

of "natuxal pe'tsons", the Bishops eKpressed anKiety lest the 

guarantee in A~ticle 18 should be const~ued to eKclude the 

unborn. 46 As a consequence of this eKpressed concegn the Bill was 

later amended. In its present form, clause 9(3) states "the 

.ights and freedoms set out in the Bill of Rights do not apply 

for the benefit of bodies politic or corporate". The Attorney-

General stated that this was all that had been intended by the 

j' 
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The existence of human rights statements obliges

In the inteynational community incyeasing, and sometimes

origbal clause and the reference to "natural persons". 47 But the

Government sejected an OPPOsition amendment designed to assert

that human life eXists hom the moment of fertilisation. The

P,esident of the Austsalasian Episcopal Confesence has indicated

that the Government's amendment to· the legislation falls short of

allaying all of the Concerns of the Bishops. They are dOUbtless

mindfuL of the fact that, in the United States, the

cOnstitutional right to privacy has been interpreted as

confesring, in certain circumstances, a right in the mother to an
abowtio~ on demand. 48

legislatures, cousts and the community to address themselves to

fundamental questions. In the present Context, these include the

definition of human life, the sights of the community to PSotect

itself from dangess such as typhoid and the AlaS viyus by

measures which diminish the rights of others,49 eugenics
50

and

the triage decisions that are daily made in hOSPitals to provide

expensive health Caye to some, but not to otheys who will then

die.51 They state the standaYds against which must be measured

the sights of payents in yespect of the is Child
r
en,52 the Yights

of the mentally ill and of the community to endeavous to change

theiy human behaviouY,53 the yights of the mentally yetasded,54

the Yights of those addicted to psychotYOPic dyugS 55 and many
others.

effective, attention has been given Undey the aegis of the WOyld

Health Organisation, toce"ain Commeycial practices which have a

seriously deleterious effect on the life and health of. millions

of human beings. The laygely successful effort of the World
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Health Organisation to p~omote the Inter~ational Code governing 

the ma~keting of breast milk substitutes has reduced the largely 

unnecessary and undesirable sale of these products in the 

:developing world, whe~e they all too frequently led to infant 

'mortality and malnut7ition. 56 But the allegations persist of the 

sale of haza.dous mate.ials and p.oducts in developing count~ies 

even after these have been withdrawn f.om sale or superseded in 

the developed world. The pe.sisting sale of Dalkon shield 

contraceptive devices, long after their withdrawal from the 

united States market, as a means of eKhausting supplies in poor 

and developed countries is specifically alleged. 57 The promotion 

of cigarettes and other tobacco products in developing count.ies, 

as a response to declining sales in t~aditional markets, will be 

seen by some (in the light of medical evidence of their danger to 

health) as a significant assault upon public health and thus the 

human rights of millions to live a decent life. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is not coincidental that many of the leaders of the 

battle for ~espect for individual ~ights in countries whe~e they 

are most grievously denied are scie~tists. Yuri O.lov, sentenced 

to seven years hard labou~ and five years of "inteTnal eKile n for 

publicising alleged Soviet violations of the Helsinki Accords is 

a particle physicist. Anatoly Shcharansky, until recently serving 

a sentence of 13 years hard labour for human rights actions is a 

mathematician and computer scientist. Andrei Sakharov, p.obably 

the leader of the Soviet human rights movement, is a nuclear 

phYSicist and a full member of the Soviet Academy of Sciences. 

The.e a.e many other scientists who could be named. 58 Lawyexs a.e 

less prominent. So it is also in Eastern Europe 59 and in the 

dictatorships of Latin Amexica.60 Despite orthodox appeals to 
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distinguish political a~d scientific issues,61 there is a gwowing 

debate in scientific litewatu~e about the duty of the scientist, 

as such, in relation to scientific wogk and the place of the 

scientist as an intellectual leader of the community. The 

coincidence of nuclear fission, the microchip and biotechnology 

at the one moment of human history - and the potential of these 

developments p.ofoundly to affect, improve or destroy human life 

_ has mobilised many membe.s of the scientific community to a 

more active conce.n about the impact of their labours on hUman 

.ights. 

It is clear that the thwee principal scientific 

developments wefewred to have very significant implications for 

human wights. The human wights debate of the future must involve 

as many scientists and technologists as it does lawyers. The 

catalogue of human rights developed by 17th century philosophe.s, 

and given fresh impetus by the United Nations Organisation after 

World Wag II, needs fresh consideration. Otherwise statements of 

hUman rights will be silent upon t!:,e many u.rgent and mode)!'o 

problems thrown up by science and technology today. Or ungainly 

attempts will be made to stretch concepts developed for eawlier 

times and to apply them to situations which could not have been 

conceived when the current formulae of human rights were put on 

paper. 

If lawyers are to continue to play a relevant part in 

the human rights debate of the futUre, they must become more 

aware of scientific and technological advances. Otherwise they 

will increasingly lack understanding of the questions to be 

asked, let alone the answers to be given. 
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